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The focus of this review is the science of sensory development and stimulation in 
neonates and infants and, in particular, the importance of multisensory stimulation. 
The primary senses discussed are touch, hearing, vision, balance, and smell. This 
review is intended as an educational resource for primary healthcare professionals 
involved in neonatal and infant care and development, including GPs, paediatric 
nurses and midwives, as well as pharmacists and pharmacy assistants.

Introduction
Sensory development is a complex process involving both morphological and neurological components.1,2 
The basic physical structure of the sensory receptors develops early in pregnancy; however, most 
development of the senses occurs during the last 16-20 weeks of gestation, in response to in utero 
stimuli. The sensory systems then mature rapidly in the first year of life and continue to mature with 
time, experience, and brain maturation (Figure 1).1,2 External experiences and stimulation of sensory 
systems via physical, chemical, sensory, and social/emotional environments play a key role in shaping the 
development of the infant brain.2 

Experiences in early life are related to how successfully a child will perform socially, emotionally,  
and academically later in life,3 and the brain is more responsive to stimulation during the first three years of 
post-natal life than at any other stage of life.4,5 Moreover, early life experiences influence gene expression, 
which in turn determines brain architecture.6 Early life experiences also shape the development of lower 
level neural circuits upon which higher level circuits responsible for more sophisticated mental functions 
are dependent for the input of precise and high quality information (Figure 1).3,6

The major influence of early life experiences and external stimuli on brain and sensory system maturation 
emphasises the important role of sensory stimulation in optimising infant growth and development.
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Figure 1. Sensory systems develop with time, experience, and brain maturation and higher level 
development is dependent on lower level development.1-3,6 
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Tactile sense (touch)
There is a connection between touch, the skin, and brain development, 
with the developing cerebral cortex being influenced by tactile (somatic) 
stimulation.7 Touch affects developing physiological, biochemical, and 
psychological functions.8 The importance of tactile stimulation is 
emphasised by the WHO recommendation to provide skin-to-skin 
contact starting at birth to facilitate child development.9

Early mother-infant skin-to-skin contact has been demonstrated 
to reduce crying and benefit breastfeeding outcomes and  
cardio-respiratory stability in healthy new-born term infants, 
according to a meta-analysis of randomised trials that compared early  
skin-to-skin contact with standard care.10 In preterm infants, 
randomised controlled studies have shown that skin-to-skin contact via  
moderate-pressure massage can reduce stress behaviours in preterm 
infants11 and facilitate weight gain.12-14 Increased vagal activity, gastric 
motility, and insulin levels following moderate pressure massage 
are possible mechanisms underlying the observed weight gain in 
preterm infants.15 Tactile stimulation is important throughout infancy as 
evidenced by developmental deficits in children raised in environments 
in which they were deprived of touch.16

Auditory sense (hearing)
Hearing is the most developed sense at birth and the first exposed 
to stimulation that drives development of the neural pathways.1 
Functional hearing develops at 25-27 weeks’ gestation, with  
low-frequency sounds, such as the mother’s heartbeat and speech, 
eliciting physiological responses in utero. The maturing foetus responds 
to a wider range of sound frequencies through to the third trimester.1  
In infants, sounds generate memory in the auditory and language 
regions of the cerebral cortex and stimulate the development of 
neurological connections to the limbic system.2

In clinical investigations of the effects of auditory stimulation on 
autonomic and neurobehavioral development in early life, randomised 
and longitudinal case-control studies have shown that maternal 
sounds, such as singing or speaking in a soft soothing voice, result 
in reduced heart rate in pre-term infants.17-19 Maternal sounds were 
also associated with improved feeding behaviours and enhanced  
mother-infant bonding, thereby reducing parental stress associated 
with pre-term infant care.17 

Visual sense (sight)
Vision is poorly developed at birth but matures rapidly with stimulation in the first 
few months of life.20,21 Maturation of the visual system, including neurological 
and ocular components, is influenced by many factors including prenatal and 
postnatal nutrition and postnatal visual stimulation.20 The visual cortex is the part 
of the brain responsible for processing visual information.21

There is experimental evidence that, from birth, infants prefer direct eye contact 
as a form of communication and that enhanced neural processing occurs during 
infant-parent direct eye contact.22 Indeed, the WHO recommends that parents 
should engage in direct eye contact with their infant starting at birth.9 This early 
sensitivity to mutual gaze is likely to support the development of social skills 
later in life.22 Visual stimulation also appears to enhance auditory processing  
in infants.23

Olfactory sense (smell)
The development of smell in infants has not been as well researched as that 
of other senses; however, some general observations include babies preferring 
sweet odours such as lavender and vanilla and exhibiting an acute avoidance 
response to foul odours.1 

There is accumulating evidence of a particularly strong connection between 
olfactory stimulation and emotional processing. Studies indicate that, in humans, 
memories recalled by odours are more emotionally potent than those recalled by 
the same cue presented visually or as sound,24 with the specific emotions able to 
be elicited through the olfactory pathway being happiness, disgust, and anxiety.25 
It has also been shown that, in neonates, learning is enhanced when olfactory 
stimulation is combined with tactile stimulation.26

Against this background, it is perhaps not surprising that an infant’s ability to 
smell is an important part of the early infant-mother bonding process.1,27 Indeed, 
components of the maternal diet reach the amniotic fluid, are swallowed, and 
become familiar to the foetus and thus may contribute to the scent of the 
mother, including her breast milk.1 Infant-maternal attachment relies on infants 
acquiring learned preferences to the maternal odour.27 As early as 2-days-old, 
complex associative olfactory learning is observed in newborns26 and infants 
who experience skin-to-skin contact with their mothers are able to recognize 
their own mother’s axillary odour.28 Moreover, presentation of the maternal 
odour to a distressed infant has been shown to reduce crying and increase 
mouthing,  which may facilitate feeding in newborns.29 In another study, infants’ 
social attention to faces was enhanced in the presence of maternal odour.30  
When looking at a face, the infants looked longer at the eyes than at any other 
facial region but they looked at the eyes significantly longer in the presence of 
maternal odour.30 Also, just as there is evidence that infants can identify their 
mother’s odour, there is also evidence that mothers are able to identify their 
infant’s odour.31 Collectively, these observations emphasise the role of odour in 
facilitating the infant-mother bonding process.

It is not only maternal odour that can influence responses in infants. According 
to three controlled studies, other odours, including pine, baby powder, lavender 
and vanilla, can ameliorate emotional distress and support mood regulation in 
infants.32-34 Familiarity of odour (whether maternal or other) may be a factor in the 
calming effects of odours in infants.34,35 For example, presentation of a familiar 
odour (e.g. vanilla) to infants during a minor painful procedure (heel prick or 
venepuncture) was associated with less crying relative to infants presented with 
an unfamiliar or no odour during venepuncture.35
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Vestibular sense  
(balance and movement)
The vestibular structures are morphologically well developed at 
birth but continue to develop during the first post-natal month.37 The 
vestibular system has a close relationship with the cerebellum, which 
is critical for motor control co-ordination and the timing of movement. 
Important functions of the vestibular system are perception of 
movement, oculomotor and postural control, and spatial memory, all 
of which are influenced by gravity.37 Indeed, there is accumulating 
evidence that vestibular dysfunction may delay the achievement of 
head control and independent walking in infants.38 The vestibular 
system may also be involved in regulating the autonomic system, 
including arterial pressure regulation and bone mineralisation.37

Arousal levels, visual alertness, visual tracking behaviour, and 
motor and reflex development in infants have all been shown to be 
influenced by vestibular stimulation in the form of rocking, spinning, 
or other movement experiences.39 As an example of facilitating motor 
development during infancy, daily postural and movement activity 
training rapidly advanced head control (a major motor milestone) 
as early as 4-6 weeks of age in a randomised controlled study, 
with caregiver handling and caregiver-infant interactions being 
contributing factors.40

Multisensory stimulation
A large evidence base exists that supports the association of 
multisensory stimulation, i.e. concurrent stimulation of auditory, 
tactile, visual, vestibular, and/or olfactory senses, with a broad range of 
benefits, including improved social, emotional, cognitive, and physical 
development in infants.41-49 For example, multisensory stimulation in 
preterm infants has been demonstrated to improve language and 
motor skills at age 2 to 3 years.49 Another example of multisensory 
stimulation is the demonstration that gaze and infant-directed speech 
experienced together stimulate the development of early social 
skills.41 Vision and hearing are the most important senses for effective 
learning.1 Examples of structured multisensory stimulation modalities, 
which include both visual and auditory stimulation components, are 
the ATVV intervention and bedtime routine.

Figure 2. Post-bath behaviour (percentage time crying and in deep sleep) in infants 
bathed with lavender-scented bath oil (n=10) versus infants bathed with unscented 
bath oil (n=10) in a randomised study.33 *p<0.05 versus unscented bath
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In one of the controlled studies of the effects of non-maternal odours in infants, 
infants (aged 1 week to 4.5 months) were randomly assigned to be bathed by their 
mothers either with or without lavender-scented bath oil.33 Infants in the lavender 
bath oil group spent a significantly (p<0.05) greater percentage of the bath time 
looking at their mothers than infants in the unscented bath oil group, and they also 
cried less and spent more time in deep sleep after the bath (Figure 2). Moreover, the 
mothers in the lavender bath oil group were more relaxed and smiled and touched 
their infants more during the bath than their counterparts in the unscented bath oil 
group.33 The behavioural data indicating increased relaxation of the infants and their 
mothers were supported by their salivary cortisol levels being significantly reduced 
during the scented bath time (Figure 3).33

There is also evidence that odour may contribute to infant learning. The presence 
of odour (pine or baby powder) has been demonstrated to increase attention 
(looking time) to an audio-visual presentation of a woman expressing happiness 
and sadness,32 and the presence of maternal odour to increase an infant’s attention 
(looking time) to faces and eyes.30 These findings are supported by the observation 
that odour enhances attention towards visual objects in adults.36 It is suggested that 
these results have implications for optimizing infant environments for and cognitive 
development.32
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Figure 3. Salivary cortisol levels in infants (n=10) and their mothers (n=10) after 
bathing the infants using a lavender-scented bath oil in a randomised study.33 
*p<0.05 versus unscented bath; **p<0.005 versus unscented bath
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ATVV intervention

The auditory-tactile-visual-vestibular (ATVV) 
intervention typically involves infant-directed talk 
via a soothing female voice (auditory stimulation) 
during a 10 minute massage (tactile stimulation) 
followed by 5 minutes of horizontal rocking (vestibular 
stimulation).46,47 It has been studied mainly as a 
preterm infant multisensory intervention.

In two randomised controlled studies, the ATVV 
intervention has been demonstrated to promote nipple 
feeding,43,46 and to increase alertness and reduce 
the duration of hospitalisation46 in preterm infants. 
Improved maturation of oral feeding in preterm infants 
indicated by a faster transition to complete nipple 
feeding was an important finding of both studies.43,46 
ATVV as a short-term intervention in the first year of 
life of preterm infants has also been shown to have 
important benefits for mothers and their infants in a 
randomised controlled study that examined the effects 
of maternally-administered ATVV intervention on 
maternal distress and the mother-infant relationship.42

The underlying benefit of multisensory stimulation 
may be in the reduction of infant stress.47 The ATVV 
multisensory stimulation intervention has also been 
demonstrated in a randomised controlled trial to 
reduce stress levels as measured by salivary cortisol 
levels in healthy term infants.47 This is a desirable 
effect given the potential for stress to negatively 
affect brain development.7 Also, in practical terms, 
the results provide indirect support for the important 
role that multisensory maternal/caregiver comforting 
can play in reducing infant stress in commonly 
encountered clinical situations such as blood draws 
and vaccinations.47

The mechanism of stress reduction involves the 
hypothalamic hormone, oxytocin, which is associated 
with increased social interaction and well-being as 
well as anti-stress effects.50 Oxytocin is released 
in response to tactile stimulation such as touch, 
stroking, and massage. It is also released during 
contact between mothers and infants involving seeing, 
hearing, and smelling, and in response to suckling 
and food intake. The presence of increased levels 
of oxytocin in the brain, in response to sensory 
stimulation associated with these types of interactive 
behaviours, contributes to everyday infant wellbeing 
and mother-infant bonding.50

Another potential benefit of the ATVV intervention is 
a positive effect on neuromotor development. In a 
randomised controlled study, multisensory stimulation 
via the ATVV intervention facilitated tonal maturation in 
preterm infants.48 

Bedtime routine

Another example of structured multisensory stimulation is that of the daily bedtime routine, and its 
potential benefit in the facilitation of night time sleep in infants, maternal mood, and the mother-
infant relationship.

Australian and New Zealand epidemiological studies suggest that problematic sleep behaviours 
are common in young children, with approximately 30% of parents reporting that their infant or 
toddler had a sleep problem.51,52 This estimate appears consistent with North American research 
suggesting that 20-30% of infants and toddlers experience problems sleeping.53,54 There is also 
considerable evidence from North America that behavioural interventions for the treatment of 
sleep problems in children are efficacious, including a bedtime routine as a part of a multi-
component treatment programme.53,55 Against this background, establishing a consistent bedtime 
routine is often recommended to parents to improve sleep quality in their children.

The efficacy of a bedtime routine (as an independent intervention) on infant and toddler sleep, and 
on maternal mood, was assessed in a randomised study performed in the US.45 Using a two-age 
group design, mothers and their infant (ages 7-18 months) or toddler (ages 18-36 months) were 
randomly assigned to follow their usual bedtime routine or to follow a specific bedtime routine 
for a period of two weeks after a 1-week baseline period. The bedtime routine involved three 
sequential steps:

 1. Bath using a provided wash product.

 2. Massage using a provided massage product.

 3. Quiet activities such as cuddling, singing, lullaby.45

Such a routine can be considered multisensory since it combines the demonstrated benefits of 
stimulation of an infant’s tactile (skin-to-skin contact with mother33), visual (direct eye contact with 
mother22,33), auditory (mother’s voice56), and olfactory (familiar scents – that of the mother29 and/or 
the bath products used33) senses.

In the infant cohort, the pre-bedtime routine resulted in significant (p<0.001) reductions in the 
number and duration of night wakings (Figure 4) and in time to sleep onset compared with 
baseline.45 Sleep continuity also increased and there was a significant reduction in the number 
of mothers who rated their child’s sleep as problematic. Similar improvements in sleep quality 
and quantity were observed in the toddler group. Maternal mood was also significantly improved 
in the infant cohort. In contrast, sleep patterns and maternal mood in the control group did not 
significantly change versus baseline over the 3-week study period.45

These findings are supported by those of a large multinational (10,085 mothers from 14 
countries) study, which included centres in Australia and New Zealand.44 It that demonstrated a 
regular nightly bedtime routine to be associated with improved sleep in young children (aged 0-5 
years), and that the benefit was dose-dependent – the earlier and more consistently the routine 
was instituted the routine the better the response.44

Sensory overstimulation
While sensory stimulation is clearly important for infant neurodevelopmental outcomes, excessive 
or inappropriately timed stimulation can have deleterious effects on premature infants whose 
brains are immaturely developed and unskilled in the filtering of sensory inputs. In particular, 
the environment, schedules, and procedures of the traditional neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) 
present the potential for sensory overload and absence of neuro-biological rhythms that are 
incompatible with the developing nervous system’s expectations during a sensitive time of brain 
development.57,58 Individual infant assessment and application of sensory stimulation interventions 
in NICUs as well as adoption of procedures that avoid stimulatory overload or inappropriate 
patterns of stimulation have been advocated.57,59
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This is a comprehensive review which nicely encompasses the development 
of our sensory systems and provides good referencing to support what are 
often considered as ‘soft’ or non-scientific claims. The research literature is 
clearly outlined and good examples have been chosen to illustrate the benefits 
of sensory stimulation. Newborn infants experience the world via their senses 
– if you like, they are born into a somatosensory bath. Our sensory systems 
not only play a key role in shaping the brain, they are essential in enabling 
human infants to experience anything. This may seem obvious, but without 
any sensory input children simply do not develop. The order in which the 
senses come on line in brain development seems to be important too and is 
the same in all species with touch (the ‘mother of all senses’) being the first.

Most NICUs now use this knowledge about the importance of our sensory 
systems in development, in directing and organizing intensive care for their 
infants, e.g. attention to muted lighting and sound, timing of handling and 
procedures, pain relief, and skin to skin contact (kangaroo cuddling). There is 
good evidence that using such practices can make a difference to subsequent 
brain development and that these behavioral changes are associated with 
anatomical brain changes seen on neuro-imaging.65 

It is important that a reference to sensory overstimulation has been included, 
i.e. acknowledging that there will be times in an infant’s day when he/she will 
not be able to cope with too much sensory input and that it may in fact hinder 
development rather than promote it if continued at these times. The ability to 
recognize these times is one of the hallmarks of a ‘tuned in’ caregiver.

The importance of multisensory stimulation in infancy has 
long been discussed. Jean Piaget, the famous developmental 
psychologist, observed in his Theory of Cognitive Development 
(1936) that infants progressively construct knowledge and 
understanding about themselves and the world by coordinating 
multisensory experiences with physical interactions.60 While 
his theory was based purely on observation, modern research 
techniques such as fMRI studies, alongside longitudinal studies 
of infants and children who have been deprived, or at risk of 
deprivation or overstimulation (pre-term infants in NICU for 
example), more specifically informs us about the effects sensory 
stimulation/deprivation have on the developing brain. We now 
know that the rapidly growing brains of infants are particularly 
receptive to sensory experiences – be they ‘good or bad’.  
The kinds of experiences a child has affects how the brain 
‘wires up’, and this in turn impacts upon a child’s future health, 
learning, and success in life.3   

Multisensory stimulation enhances the brains capacity to learn 
and, with experiences and time, to bundle sensory messages 
into a single integrated experience of the world.61  Neonates who 
received multisensory stimulation (ATVV) have shown higher 
neuromotor scores than those who received standard care in 
a NICU.48 Neuro-motor scores in early infancy have been found 
to be predictive of later neuro-developmental abnormalities, 
including cerebral palsy.62,63 Furthermore, all modalities of sense 
– visual, auditory, tactile, vestibular, taste, and smell – provide 
motor systems with important environmental cues that inform 
a mode of action.64 It is through this dynamic sensorimotor 
relationship that higher order cognitive states are generated.64

Multisensory stimulation is important for all infants, not just 
those with the potential for, or visible, neurological issues. 
The challenge is reaching families where resources are poor, 
mental health is compromised or education limited. Importantly, 
multisensory stimulation does not need to be a ‘task’ for parents. 
It is something that can be incorporated into everyday routines 
of infant care such as bath time, nappy change time, and play 
time. Delivered with love and implemented through everyday 
activities, multisensory stimulation builds the foundations for 
healthy cognitive, physical, social and emotional development.

Expert commentary: Jane Williams

Figure 4. Number and duration of night wakings in infants (n=206) following a 
consistent bedtime routine.45 *p<0.001 versus baseline

Expert commentary: Simon Rowley
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Research Review Educational Series
Sensory Stimulation in Infants

• Maturation of the brain and sensory systems occurs after birth and is  
 heavily influenced by early life experiences and environmental interactions.

• Tactile, auditory, visual, vestibular, and/or olfactory stimulation contributes  
 to the social, emotional, and cognitive development of infants.

• Establishment of a consistent nightly bedtime routine that encompasses  
 multisensory stimulation can result in improved night time sleep and  
 fewer sleep problems in infants.

• Multisensory stimulation has also been shown to  
 promote maturation of oral feeding in preterm  
 infants and reduce mother and infant stress.

• Primary healthcare professionals involved in  
 neonatal  and infant care have an important role to  
 play in supporting appropriate sensory  
 development in infants.

Take-Home Messages
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